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Abstract 11 

In recent years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have gained significant attention in both 12 

industry and academia. In WSNs, each sensor node is normally equipped with a small-size 13 

battery with finite capacity. Hence, energy-efficient communication is considered as a key 14 

factor for the extension of network lifetime. Formerly, a large number of Medium Access 15 

Control (MAC) protocols have been proposed to improve energy efficiency to prolong the 16 

network lifetime. There are applications that generate different types of data packets and 17 

require Quality of Service (QoS) without any disruption in network operation. Therefore, these 18 

applications need an energy-efficient QoS MAC protocol that can support QoS by considering 19 

energy efficiency as the primary goal to avoid any failure in the network. This article proposes 20 

an energy-efficient asynchronous QoS (AQSen) MAC protocol, called AQSen-MAC. The 21 

AQSen-MAC considers different types of data packets and uses two novel techniques: self-22 

adaptation and scheduling to enhance energy efficiency, packet delivery ratio, and network 23 

throughput. Furthermore, in the protocol, the receiver adjusts its duty cycle according to the 24 

remaining energy to prolong the network operation. Finally, the performance of the AQSen-25 

MAC protocol has been evaluated through detailed simulation using Castalia and compared 26 

with MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC and QAEE-MAC protocols. The simulation results indicate 27 

that the AQSen-MAC protocol significantly reduces the energy consumption at the receiver of 28 

up to 25%, consumption per bit of up to 12.48%, and improves the packet delivery ratio and 29 

network throughput of up to 24% in the network. 30 

1. Introduction 31 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a fast-growing technology and is playing a vital role in many 32 

applications such as smart home infrastructure [1], wearable devices [2], building automation 33 

[3] and many others. Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a key component for the IoT [4-6]. A 34 

WSN consists of low-power, low cost and small-in-size sensor nodes, which have the ability 35 

to sense, measure, gather and process information (i.e. conductivity, temperature, pressure, 36 

etc.) gathered from the sensor coverage area [7, 8]. The sensor nodes can communicate 37 

wirelessly with each other. WSNs have a wide range of advantages in terms of scalability, 38 

deployment, simplicity, self-organizing capabilities and others [9] and have many applications 39 

including smart cities, food quality, and environment monitoring, industrial process 40 

monitoring, health-care, and others [10-12]. 41 
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In WSNs, sensor nodes are traditionally powered by small batteries with limited capacity 42 

[13-16]. Hence, energy efficiency plays an essential role in the lifetime extension [17, 18]. This 43 

is due to some scenarios, for instance, volcano monitoring [19], where it is difficult to replace 44 

the battery frequently, hence, it requires a longer operational time. This has motivated the 45 

researchers to introduce energy-efficient schemes to prolong the network lifetime [16]. For 46 

example, the wake-up radio approach helps node to save energy by putting its main radio in 47 

the deep sleep mode [20, 21]. Recently, energy harvesting technology allows nodes to harvest 48 

energy from the surrounding environment and use the harvested energy to improve network 49 

performance [22-25]. For instance, QPPD-MAC [24], CEH-MAC [26] and PEH–QoS [27] 50 

schemes optimize the use of available energy to achieve better QoS in the network. 51 

Furthermore, QPPD-MAC [24] is developed for solar-based EH-WSNs, where each node 52 

harvests energy from the surrounding using a solar cell. The duty cycle management 53 

mechanism proposed in QPPD-MAC uses the harvest-store-consume design alternative and 54 

adjusts the receiver duty cycle based on three different ranges of the available energy. For 55 

example, if the node’s energy is above 85%, the highest duty cycle of 1 is assigned to the node 56 

to improve the performance. However, when employed in battery-powered WSNs, it can lead 57 

to power outage rapidly due to the limited capacity, resulting in overall degradation in the 58 

network performance. In some applications such as mines monitoring [28], it is difficult to 59 

recharge the battery, hence, energy efficiency is still the prime consideration. In the past, 60 

considerable research work has been conducted to conserve energy, which mainly focused on 61 

Medium Control Access (MAC) optimization [29], routing algorithms [30], cross-layer 62 

optimization methods [31] and data fusion [32]. However, the major sources of energy 63 

consumption occur at the MAC layer in channel sensing, packet reception, and transmission, 64 

packet overhearing, idle listening, and collision [33].  65 

The MAC protocol regulates the access of a common medium between sensor nodes [34]. 66 

In the literature, a large number of MAC protocols have been developed that focus on different 67 

applications and scenarios. TCH-MAC [35] and CTh-MAC [36] achieve better energy 68 

efficiency and throughput in the network. The protocol in [37] uses intra-cluster 69 

communication to save energy; RI-MAC [38] maintains energy efficiency while achieving 70 

good packet delivery ratio and packet delay. In [39] QTSAC is proposed to achieve better 71 

energy efficiency. However, many existing MAC protocols for battery-powered WSNs have 72 

limited support for QoS while considering energy efficiency and network lifetime as primary 73 

goals. The QoS is a set of services required by the application [24, 40]. For example, forest 74 

surveillance application generates different types of packets such as fire detection (high 75 

priority) vs wildlife monitoring (low priority). Thus, a fire detection data packet cannot tolerate 76 

a higher delay and needs to be delivered with 1 second [41, 42]. Moreover, the application also 77 

requires a longer network lifetime. Hence, such applications need QoS MAC protocol with the 78 

prime requirement of energy efficiency to avoid any disruption in the network. Furthermore, 79 

the protocol performance evaluation should also consider other QoS parameters such as packet 80 

delivery ratio, network throughput and delay in the network [43].  81 

Hence, significant improvements were made to the MPQ-MAC protocol [44] to improve 82 

energy efficiency while supporting the priority of packets in the network. Therefore, this paper 83 

proposes an energy-efficient QoS MAC protocol for WSNs (AQSen-MAC), where the receiver 84 

node shares its wake-up time information with senders that helps in finding a rendezvous point 85 

for data transmission. The protocol uses the self-adaptation technique and considers the 86 

remaining energy of the receiver node to improve performance and avoid any network failure 87 

due to energy depletion, respectively. The results show that the AQSen-MAC protocol achieves 88 

better performance than other protocols. 89 

The contributions of this work are as follows: 90 
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• An energy-efficient QoS MAC Protocol is proposed to support the priority of packets 91 

in the network. 92 

• The protocol uses the self-adaptation technique by which the sender node holding a 93 

data packet avoids transmitting the packet when its remaining listening time is less 94 

than the minimum listening time required for successful packet transmission. It reduces 95 

packet loss and energy consumption of both the sender and receiver nodes. 96 

• The receiver in the AQSen-MAC protocol shares its next wake-up time with sender 97 

nodes to improve coordination between nodes for priority data transmission.   98 

• The mechanism by which the receiver node adjusts its duty cycle according to the 99 

remaining energy, helps to extend the network operation. 100 

• The performance of the protocol is evaluated in the Castalia simulator for 10 hours of 101 

simulation time using the CC2420 radio module and TelosB sensor node. A 102 

comprehensive performance evaluation is conducted by considering all QoS 103 

parameters in terms of the average energy consumption at the receiver, energy 104 

consumption per bit, packet delivery ratio, network throughput, and the average delay 105 

for a priority data packet and all packets.  106 

•  Performance comparison with MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC, which 107 

are well-known receiver-initiated QoS protocols for WSNs. The simulation results 108 

show that the proposed AQSen-MAC achieves better performance in terms of energy 109 

consumption at the receiver, energy consumption per bit, packet delivery ratio and 110 

network throughput. 111 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the related works are 112 

reviewed. The development of the AQSen-MAC protocol is discussed in Section 3. In Section 113 

4, the performance evaluation of AQSen-MAC protocol is described, and the results are 114 

presented and explained in detail. Finally, the conclusion and future work are discussed in 115 

Section 5. 116 

2. Related Work 117 

In WSNs, MAC protocols can be categorized into three classes, namely contention-free, 118 

contention-based and hybrid protocols as in Figure 1 [45-47]. The contention-free protocols 119 

assign variable or fixed time slots to each sensor node for data transmission [48]. This allows 120 

nodes to access the channel in the allocated time slots and as a result, collisions in the network 121 

are reduced. ETPS-MAC [49] uses a scheduling algorithm that considers energy and traffic 122 

load factors while assigning priority to the node. However, nodes are required to exchange 123 

their time slots information frequently with each other which incurs additional packet 124 

overhead. Furthermore, nodes waste channel bandwidth when they do not have any packet to 125 

transmit in their time slots.  126 

The contention-based protocols avoid time slots overhead for packet transmission among 127 

nodes and allow them to access the medium randomly. Thus, the risk of collision may increase, 128 

which can be avoided by employing different mechanisms, i.e. carrier sense multiple access 129 

(CSMA). The contention-based protocols can be further classified into synchronous and 130 

asynchronous [50]. In synchronous such as S-MAC [51], T-MAC [52], DW-MAC [53], 131 

DSMAC [54], SMACS [55], and PQMAC [56], nodes are required to follow a common 132 

listening time in a virtual cluster, where nodes can exchange the data packets. EEQ-MAC [57] 133 

and DQTSM [58] support QoS and also achieve better energy efficiency in the network. 134 

However, the tight synchronization requires additional overhead that leads to limitations in 135 

terms of adaptability, scalability, robustness, and others. 136 
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In the asynchronous approach, nodes do not require synchronization and consequently, each 137 

node can wake-up and sleep independently [38]. Thus, nodes require a rendezvous point for 138 

data communication. Comparisons suggest that asynchronous schemes are more energy-139 

efficient than synchronous [59, 60]. The asynchronous protocols are further divided as either 140 

sender-initiated or receiver-initiated protocols [61]. The sender-initiated protocols such as B-141 

MAC [59], X-MAC [62] use preamble sampling or low power listening (LPL) technique to 142 

establish a communication link between the receiver and sender nodes. These protocols shift 143 

the burden at the sender side to initiate the communication, where the node with a data packet 144 

transmits a preamble before sending its actual data packet. 145 

The receiver upon waking up detects the preamble and waits for the data packet. In this 146 

scheme, the preamble transmission requires a longer time and thus, the sender node holding a 147 

data packet is required to wait until the channel becomes free which causes an increase in 148 

packet delay and a decrease in network throughput [38]. On the other hand, in receiver-initiated 149 

schemes such as RI-MAC [38], RICER [63] and AW-RB-PS-MAC [64] the receiver starts 150 

communication by broadcasting a wake-up beacon to informs all senders that it is available to 151 

receive the data packets. The sender node with a data packet turns on its radio and listens for 152 

the wake-up beacon. Upon receiving the beacon, the sender sends the packet and then, it waits 153 

for the acknowledgment packet. The receiver-initiated protocols perform better in terms of 154 

energy efficiency than sender-initiated protocols [38, 65].  155 

Formerly, several receiver-initiated QoS MAC protocols have been proposed that consider 156 

the priority of data packets such as QAEE-MAC [66], MPQ-MAC [44] and PMME-MAC [67]. 157 

QAEE-MAC proposed to support the priority of packets by reducing the delay for the higher 158 

priority packets. The receiver initiates communication by broadcasting a wake-beacon that is 159 

defined by its duty cycle and then initiates a waiting timer Tw, to receive Tx beacons from 160 

senders. On the other side, the sender node with a data packet waits for the receiver wake-up 161 

beacon. After receiving the beacon, it transmits the Tx beacon that contains the packet priority 162 

and source address. The receiver collects Tx beacons from sender nodes and waits for the 163 

completion of the waiting timer. Then, it selects the highest packet priority node and sends the 164 

Rx beacon to all senders that includes the address of the selected node. After receiving the Rx 165 

beacon, the selected node sends the packet to the receiver and waits for the acknowledgment 166 

packet while other nodes go to sleep. However, it supports only two priority level and the 167 

receiver needs to wait until the waiting timer expires. As a result, the node with the highest 168 

priority packet experiences a higher delay and it also consumes extra energy in idle listening.  169 

Hence, MPQ-MAC [44] and PMME-MAC [67] have been developed to support the multi-170 

priority of packets. MPQ-MAC aims to reduce the delay for the highest priority packet and 171 

 

Figure 1: Categorization of MAC protocols [45-47] 
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improve energy efficiency in the network. The protocol follows the receiver-initiated approach 172 

and assigns four types of priority levels based on a number (R) generated between 0 and 1. It 173 

uses a novel technique by which the receiver controls the waiting timer Tw, according to the 174 

packet priority. Hence, the receiver after receiving the highest priority Tx beacon cancels the 175 

waiting timer to reduce the delay for the highest priority packet. Similarly, PMME-MAC 176 

proposed to support the multi-priority of the packets and assigns the channel access probability 177 

according to the packet priority level. It provides a higher value of access probability to the 178 

highest priority packet and vice versa. As a result, the sender node with the highest priority 179 

packet gets to access the medium earlier when compared to other priority packets. Moreover, 180 

it cancels the waiting time when it receives the first Tx beacon from the sender node to reduce 181 

the packet delay. 182 

However, these QoS protocols have the following limitations. First, sender nodes holding 183 

data packets do not have any information related to the wake-up schedule of the receiver. Thus, 184 

nodes wait for a longer time for the wake-up beacon, which increases delay and energy 185 

consumption. Second, once wake-up beacon is received, the node with data packet goes 186 

directly for channel sensing without checking its remaining listening time, which can lead to 187 

packet loss and energy consumption at both receiver and sender sides. Third, the receiver 188 

operates on a fixed duty cycle that uses a significant amount of energy, so, this may cause a 189 

failure in the network operation. Finally, their performance evaluations have not included all 190 

QoS metrics such as energy efficiency, packet delivery ratio, network throughput, and packet 191 

delay. For instance, the performance of QAEE-MAC has not been evaluated in terms of packet 192 

delivery ratio and network throughput and also has not been compared with any other protocol. 193 

Similarly, energy efficiency and network throughput parameters have not been included in the 194 

performance evaluation of PMME-MAC. Table 1 shows some prominent QoS MAC protocols 195 

for WSNs.  196 

The hybrid protocols [35, 36, 68] use the features of both contention-free and contention-197 

based protocols for better network performance. For example, TCH-MAC [35] combines 198 

TDMA and CSMA schemes to provide better energy efficiency in a network. However, the 199 

use of TDMA structure increases protocol overhead and complexity, which limits the 200 

scalability of the protocol [69].    201 

Thus, there is a requirement to propose an energy-efficient MAC protocol for WSNs that can 202 

use techniques to find a rendezvous point for priority data transmission between nodes and 203 

improve energy efficiency to prolong the network lifetime.    204 

 205 

3. Development of AQSen-MAC Protocol 206 

This section focuses on the design of the AQSen-MAC protocol. The main goal is to improve 207 

energy efficiency while considering the priority of data packets. To achieve the goal, the 208 

protocol design consists of three major components; basic communication overview, data 209 

transmission, and energy-aware duty cycle management. 210 

Table 1: Comparative analysis of different priority MAC protocols.   

Protocol Clock 

synchronization 

Packet 

priority 

Adaptive 

duty cycle 

Idle listening 

MPQ-MAC [44] No Yes No High 

PQMAC [56] Yes Yes No Low 

EEQ-MAC [57] Yes Yes Yes Low 

QAEE-MAC [66] No Yes No High 

PMME-MAC [67] No Yes No High 
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3.1 Basic Communication Overview 211 

The AQSen-MAC protocol follows the receiver-initiated approach as given in Figure 2. The 212 

receiver node wakes up and broadcasts a beacon, named wake-up beacon (WB). Then, it starts 213 

the waiting timer (Tw) to collect the incoming Tx beacon (TxB) from senders. The receiver 214 

node includes the source address (SA) and its next duty cycle (dc) in the wake-up beacon, as 215 

shown in Figure 3. The sender nodes holding different types of data packets: urgent (emergency 216 

alarm), most important (real time), on-demand (important) and periodic (normal), wait for the 217 

receiver beacon to start communication. The highest P4 priority is assigned to the urgent data 218 

as it cannot tolerate much delay as shown in Table 2. 219 

After receiving the wake-up beacon, the sender checks if the remaining listening time (TRL) 220 

is greater than the minimum listening time required for successful packet transmission (TTx). 221 

Then, it performs a clear channel assessment (CCA) to check the channel. If the channel is free, 222 

it transmits the Tx beacon using the p-persistent CSMA scheme. The Tx beacon has four fields: 223 

priority (P), SA, destination address (DA) and NAV (Network Allocation), as shown in Figure 224 

4. Otherwise, it goes to sleep and saves energy. The time required to switch the radio state and 225 

process a data packet is called short interframe space (SIFS). 226 

Receiver

Listening 

Timer Cancelled, TxB 

with highest priority, 

P4 received   Tw

Sender 1

Listening CCA

SIFS

Listening CCA

Sleep (NAV) 

Wake up

CCA

Data Packet

Data PacketTxB (P1) TxB (P4) RxB

TxB (P4)

RxB

RxB

SIFS

WB

SIFS

SIFS

ACK

TxB (P1)

ACK

Sleeping

Wake up

CCAListening 

WB WB

WB WB

Listening 

Wake up

Sleeping

Sender 2

Listening 

WB

Sender 3

Sleeping

TRL  > TTX

TRL  > TTX

TRL  < TTX

Wake up

Wake up

Listening 

Wake up
Wake up

Transmit Receive

WB

Listening 

Wake up

WB

Cycle 2Cycle 1

WB contains next duty 

cycle value  

 227 

Figure 2: Communication overview of AQSen-MAC protocol. 228 

FC FCS SA dc

 229 

Figure 3: Wake-up beacon (WB). FC and FCS represent Frame Control and Frame Check Sequence fields, 230 
respectively. 231 
 232 
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FC FCS SA DA P NAV

 233 

Figure 4: Tx beacon (TxB). 234 

FC FCS SA SS NAV

 235 

Figure 5: Rx beacon (RxB). 236 

 237 
Table 2: Priority levels. 238 

Data type Priority Max. delay limit Example 

Urgent P4 1 Emergency alarm 

Most important P3 2 Real time 

Important P2 3 On-demand 

Normal P1 4 Periodic 

 239 

 240 

On the other side, the receiver node collects Tx beacon from the sender and checks its priority 241 

field. If P4 priority appears, then it cancels the Tw timer to reduce the delay for the highest 242 

priority packet and it transmits the Rx beacon to all senders which contains the address of the 243 

selected sender (SS), as given in Figure 5. Once Rx beacon is received, the selected sender 244 

transmits the packet and waits for the acknowledgment (ACK packet), which indicates 245 

successful packet transmission. Meanwhile, the non-selected senders go to sleep and will wait 246 

for the next cycle. 247 

3.2 Data Transmission  248 

The receiver and sender nodes wake up and sleep independently. Therefore, the node holding 249 

a data packet spends a significant amount of energy in the idle listening for the wake-up beacon. 250 

To address the challenge, the protocol uses self-adaptation and scheduling techniques. 251 

In the former, after receiving the wake-up beacon, sender nodes check their remaining 252 

listening time, TRL. If TRL > TTx, they sense the medium for Tx beacon transmission using the p-253 

persistent CSMA mechanism. Else, the sender node avoids channel sensing and goes to sleep 254 

to minimize energy consumption and packet retransmission. Consider a scenario for data 255 

transmission as shown in Figure 2, where Sender 1 (S1) and Sender 2 (S2) transmit Tx beacons 256 

with P1 and P4, respectively. However, Sender 3 goes to sleep and waits for the next cycle. The 257 

receiver after receiving both Tx beacons from S1 and S2, checks the priority. It selects the sender 258 

node that has P4 priority and cancels the Tw timer to reduce the delay. Then, it broadcasts Rx 259 

beacon which includes the address of S2. After receiving the Rx Beacon, S2 sends the actual 260 

data packet while other non-selected nodes go to sleep and wait for wake-up beacon in the next 261 

cycle. In case when more than one Tx beacons are received with the same priority, then the 262 

receiver selects the node based on the first received Tx beacon. In case when P4  does not 263 

appear, then the receiver waits until Tw timer expires. Once Tw expires, it selects the sender 264 

node that has the highest priority among all received Tx beacons. In the worst scenario, a sender 265 

node with P1 priority may contend with several new nodes that have P4 priority. In this case, 266 
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unfortunately, it will only get the opportunity to send its data packet after all the nodes with P4 267 

priority. However, this occurs rarely and its occurrence probability decreases with the number 268 

of nodes with P4 priority. This is a tradeoff in the AQSen-MAC protocol as it ensures that the 269 

P4 priority node is able to send its packet faster than normal packets. 270 

In the latter, the receiver node includes its next duty cycle in the wake-up beacon which 271 

allows the sender nodes to adjust their sleeping time accordingly and wake up slightly before 272 

the receiver for data transmission. This technique helps in coordination between the receiver 273 

and sender nodes for successful data transmission and also reduces energy consumption in idle 274 

listening. 275 

3.3 Energy-aware Duty Cycle Management  276 

The receiver node is equipped with a small size battery with limited capacity and its energy 277 

level decreases with time. Thus, the node can only operate for a longer period of time if it uses 278 

its energy more effectively. Therefore, the receiver in AQSen-MAC protocol adjusts its duty 279 

cycle, dc according to the remaining energy in order to extend the network lifetime. The 280 

receiver node decreases the duty cycle by increasing its sleep duration (Tsleep) in order to 281 

conserve energy. As a result, it sustains its operation for a longer period of time. The dc can be 282 

calculated using the following formula 283 

 284 

 285 
 286 
where Eth (10%) is the threshold energy level, which is used to ensure that the node does not 287 

exhaust completely. The remaining energy (EL) in percentage (%) is shown as follows 288 
 289 
 290 
 291 
 292 
 293 

where Er and Emax denote the remaining energy and maximum battery capacity in joules, 294 

respectively. The calculated dc value can be used to determine the sleep duration (Tsleep) of the 295 

node as shown in the following equation 296 
 297 
 298 
 299 
 300 
where Tlisten represents the total listening time. 301 

4. Results and Discussion 302 

The performance of the AQSen-MAC protocol is evaluated through Castalia 3.3 [70] 303 

Simulator. Castalia simulates sensor applications using CC2420 radio module parameters [71], 304 

including sensor node TelosB [72]. The CC2420 radio is extensively used in sensor 305 

applications and has four operational states: Sleep, Reception, Transmission, and Idle listening. 306 

Table 3 shows the power consumption of CC2420 in each state. It can be noticed that both 307 

receive and idle states consume the same power [45]. In AQSen-MAC protocol, when the 308 

number of sending nodes is higher per receiver, then waiting time Tw will also increase, 309 

resulting in higher energy consumption. Hence, it is resolved by considering a network that 310 

consists of several smaller sized clusters where the number of sender nodes per receiver is 311 

max

100%L
rE

E

E
= 

( )

(100% )
L th

th
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E E

E
=

−

−
     (1) 

     (2) 

(1 )c

c
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T

T d

d
=

 −      (3) 
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small. Therefore, a star network is implemented to demonstrate the features of the AQSen-312 

MAC protocols as shown in Figure 6. The clustering in a large network helps to improve energy 313 

efficiency and scalability [16, 73]. In addition, it also widely used in modelling of effective 314 

solutions to minimize the suppression of malware actions in WSNs [74, 75]. In the network 315 

topology, the receiver node is located at the center while other nodes are randomly positioned 316 

in a square area of 30 m  30 m. Each sender node generates a total of 36,000 packets with a 317 

rate of 1 packet per second, where the size of the data packet is 28 bytes. The performance of 318 

the AQSen-MAC is evaluated for all QoS parameters in terms of average energy consumption 319 

at receiver, energy consumption per bit, packet delivery ratio, average network throughput and 320 

delay for priority and all data packets. Moreover, the protocol performance is also compared 321 

with MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC, which are well-known receiver-initiated 322 

QoS protocols. The receiver's initial energy is set to a fixed value of 75% in all protocols and 323 

the receiver adjusts its duty cycle according to the remaining energy level. The receiver in 324 

MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC operates on a fixed duty cycle of 0.72. All 325 

protocols use the p-persistent CSMA mechanism for the Tx beacon transmission and the p 326 

value is set as 1/ns, where ns represents the total number senders. In addition, they assign the 327 

packet priority randomly based on a number (R) generated between 0 and 1. In PMME-MAC, 328 

the p value is set according to the packet priority level, as given in Table 4. The simulation 329 

parameters are given in Table 5. For comparison, the linear priority assignment type of PMME-330 

MAC is implemented. 331 

 332 

Receiver

Sender

 333 
Figure 6: Studied network topology 334 

Table 3: Power consumption in CC2420 [71] 335 

Radio state Power consumption (mW) 

Transmission 57.42 

Reception 62.04 

Idle listening 62.04 

Sleep 1.4 

Table 4: Packet priority assignment 336 

Priority R P (Linear type) 

P4 0 < R ≤ 0.25 0.4 

P3 0.25 < R ≤ 0.5 0.3 

P2 0.5 < R ≤ 0.75 0.2 

P1 0.75 < R ≤ 1 0.1 
 337 
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Table 5: Parameters used for the performance analysis of AQSen-MAC protocol 338 

Parameter Value 

Simulation time 10 h 

Sender nodes 1 to 7 

Area 30 m  30 m 

Sensor node Telos Rev B 

Operating voltage  2.1 V 

Size of data packet 28 bytes 

Size of Tx beacon  14 bytes 

Size of Rx beacon  13 bytes 

ACK packet size 11 bytes 

Wake-up beacon size 9 bytes 

Data rate 250 kbps 

Slot time 0.32 ms 

CCA check delay 0.128 ms 

SIFS 0.192 ms 

Tw 5 ms 

Packet rate 1 packet/s 

Listen time 17 ms 

Retransmission limit 10 

Buffer size 32 

Frequency 2.4 GHz 

Emax 810 Joules 

Eth 10 % 

 339 

Figure 7 shows the receiver energy consumption (ET) in all protocols with the varying 340 

number of senders. The formula to calculate the energy consumption of a node is as follows 341 
 342 
 343 
 344 
 345 

 346 

where n, i, P and t represent the number of states, radio state, power consumption rate and the 347 

time spent in state i.  348 

It is observed that the AQSen-MAC provides a significant reduction in energy consumption 349 

of up to 15% than other protocols, which helps the receiver to operate for a longer period of 350 

time. This is due to the fact that the receiver node adjusts the duty cycle according to its 351 

remaining energy. The remaining energy decreases with time and therefore, it also reduces the 352 

duty cycle by increasing the sleep duration to save energy. In MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and 353 

QAEE-MAC, the receiver operates with a fixed duty cycle of 0.72 and therefore, its remaining 354 

energy declines rapidly. Hence, it becomes non- operational after a few hours (≈ 5.5h), when 355 

its remaining energy goes below the threshold level Eth (10%), which caused an operational 356 

disruption in the network. It can also be seen that the receiver consumes more number of sender 357 

nodes increases, which consumes more energy.  358 

 359 

0

n

T i i

i

E P t
=

=       (4) 
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 360 
 361 

Figure 7: Average receiver energy as a function of the number of sender nodes (from 1 to 7)  362 
 363 

Figure 8 shows the remaining energy of the receiver when the number of sender nodes is 7. 364 

The receiver's initial energy is set to 75% of total capacity in all protocols. In AQSen-MAC, 365 

the remaining energy decreases to 10.9% after 10h, while MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and 366 

QAEE-MAC used all of their energy and became non-operational after 5.9h, 7h, and 5.6h, 367 

respectively. This is because the AQSen-MAC uses its remaining energy to adjust the duty 368 

cycle. Hence, it conserves energy by increasing its sleep time and as a result, its remaining 369 

energy does not drop below the Eth level. It can also be seen that the PMME-MAC operates for 370 

a longer period of time when compared to both MPQ-MAC and QAEE-MAC. The reason is 371 

that the receiver cancels the Tw timer when it received the first Tx beacon, which helps to 372 

conserve energy and increases its operation time.   373 

 374 
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 375 

Figure 8: Receiver remaining energy when the number of sender nodes is 7 376 
The duty cycle of the receiver corresponding to the remaining energy is shown in Figure 9. 377 

It can be seen that the AQSen-MAC adjusts its duty cycle based on its remaining energy. It 378 

decreases its duty cycle when it has the lower remaining energy and therefore, it does not suffer 379 

any disruption in the network. In MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC, the receiver 380 

operates with a fixed duty cycle. When its remaining energy reaches the Eth level, it turns off 381 

the radio and goes to sleep, which causes a significant impact on network performance. 382 

The packet delivery ratio (PDR) is defined as the total number of packets received by the 383 

receiver divided by the total number of packets transmitted by the sender nodes. The equation 384 

to calculate PDR is as follows 385 

= 100%PktR

PktT

NP
PDR

NP
  386 

where NPPktR and NPpktT represent the total number of data packets received and transmitted, 387 

respectively. 388 

Figure 10 presents the PDR of all protocols. It is seen that the AQSen-MAC outperforms 389 

other protocols by up to 24%. The first reason is that the AQSen-MAC does not face any 390 

disruption in the network and the receiver is available to receive the packets from senders. 391 

However, in other protocols the receiver becomes non-operational for more than 4h and as a 392 

result, the sender nodes drop the incoming data packets when the buffer limit is exceeded. The 393 

second reason is that the receiver broadcasts its next duty cycle which helps the sender nodes 394 

with packets to synchronize with the receiver for packet transmission. The third reason is that 395 

the sender node, after receiving the wake-up beacon, checks its remaining listening time. If it 396 

has enough time for a successful packet transmission then transmits the Tx beacon else, it goes 397 

to sleep, which also avoids the packet loss. It can also be noticed that the PDR decreases 398 

marginally for the higher number of senders, which is due to the fact that the retransmission 399 

limit is exceeded.  400 

     (5) 
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 401 

Figure 9: Receiver duty cycle when the number of sender nodes is 7 402 

 403 

Figure 10: Average packet delivery ratio as a function of the number of sender nodes.  404 
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 405 

Figure 11: Average network throughput as a function of the number of sender nodes 406 

The average network throughput (S) is defined as the number of data packets received at the 407 

receiver divided by the simulation time as shown below 408 

×
= PktR Pkt

s

NP L
S

T
 409 

where LPkt and Ts denote the size of the packet in bits and simulation time in seconds, 410 

respectively.   411 

Figure 11 shows the average network throughput performance comparison between the 412 

AQsen-MAC, MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC. In all protocols, the network 413 

throughput increases linearly across the various number of sender nodes. It can be noticed that 414 

AQSen-MAC shows an improvement of up to 24% when compared to others.  415 

The average energy consumption per bit (E) is shown in Figure 12, which is defined as the 416 

total energy consumed divided by the total number of data packets received, as shown below 417 

=
×

PktR

T

Pkt

E
E

NP L
 418 

and for the calculation of ET , (4) can be used. 419 

The AQSen-MAC gives an improved performance of up to 30.76%, 12.48%, 36.99%, when 420 

compared to MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC, respectively. The first reason is 421 

that the AQSen-MAC receives more packets than other protocols as shown in Figure 10. The 422 

second reason is that sender nodes after receiving the wake-up beacon, extend their sleep time 423 

for synchronization with the receiver, which also has influence on reducing energy at the sender 424 

side. It is observed that MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC consume almost the same 425 

amount of energy, however, PMME-MAC transmits slightly more packets. Therefore, it shows 426 

better performance when compared to MPQ-MAC and QAEE-MAC. 427 

     (6) 

     (7) 
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 428 
 429 
 430 

Figure 12: Average energy consumption per bit as a function of the number of sender nodes 431 

The average packet delay (dETE) in all protocols is given in Figure 13. It is the time period 432 

between the generation of the packet until its reception at the receiver. The equation to calculate 433 

the average packet delay is as follows  434 

 435 

ETE queu trans prop proc= + + +dd d d d  436 

where dqueu, dtrans, dprop, and dproc denote queuing, transmission, propagation and processing 437 

delays, respectively.  438 

It can be seen that the data packet experiences delay of around 70% in AQSen-MAC when 439 

compared to other protocols, however, the delay is still within an acceptable range (less than 440 

0.35s). This is because of the duty cycle mechanism, where the receiver increases its sleep time 441 

to save energy. Hence, the sender node with the data packet waits longer for the receiver 442 

beacon, which increases delay. It can also be seen that the PMME-MAC achieves better delay 443 

performance than other protocols. The reason is that the receiver, after receiving the first Tx 444 

beacon cancels the Tw timer, which reduces the packet delay. 445 

Figure 14 shows the average packet delay for the priority data packet in AQSen-MAC to that 446 

of MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC. Only delays for the highest and lowest 447 

priority packets are shown for all protocols. It can be noticed that the AQSen-MAC protocol 448 

suffers more than 2-times higher delay for the P4 priority packet when it is compared with other 449 

analysed protocols, as expected. The fact is that the AQSen-MAC tries to preserve energy using 450 

duty cycle adjustment, at a price of increased delay in order to avoid any failure in the network 451 

operation. Nevertheless, the AQSen-MAC still supports the highest priority packet and also 452 

provides packet delays that are within acceptable limits (less than 1 s). 453 

 454 

     (8) 
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 455 
 456 

Figure 13: Average packet delay for data packet as a function of the number of sender nodes 457 

 458 
Figure 14: Average packet delay for priority data packet as a function of the number of sender nodes 459 

 460 

 461 
 462 

 463 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 464 

In this paper, an energy-efficient QoS MAC protocol has been proposed for achieving better 465 

energy efficiency while considering the priority of data packets. The AQSen-MAC protocol 466 

has used self-adaptation and scheduling techniques to improve energy efficiency and packet 467 

transmission in the network. The former helps to improve coordination between the receiver 468 

and sender nodes for packet transmission. In the latter, sender nodes avoid channel sensing to 469 

improve energy efficiency and packet delivery ratio. Furthermore, the protocol employs the 470 

energy-aware duty cycle management mechanism to prolong the network lifetime. The results 471 

show that the AQSen-MAC protocol provides a reduction in energy consumption at the 472 

receiver of up to 25%, consumption per bit of up to 12.48%, and improves the packet delivery 473 

ratio and network throughput by up to 24% in the network while maintaining its operation in 474 

the network. However, MPQ-MAC, PMME-MAC, and QAEE-MAC protocols were unable to 475 

sustain their operations and they became non-operational after 5.9h, 7h, and 5.6h, respectively. 476 

Finally, the AQSen-MAC MAC protocol can be used in applications that can tolerate a 477 

maximum delay of 1 s for the highest priority data packet and also require higher energy 478 

efficiency in the network. 479 

The future work includes the extension of the AQSen-MAC protocol for solar-based energy 480 

harvesting WSNs. The performance will be evaluated on tests-beds using a mesh network 481 

under realistic energy harvesting scenarios. 482 
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